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Interport Global Logistics deploys Logi-Sys
for enhancing Enterprise Performance

Deploys Integrated Logistic Management Technology to enhance Globa Operations and Customer Service
MUMBAI : Softlink Global announced that one of the leading international logistics
service providers, Interport Global Logistics Pvt. Ltd.; has implemented its Logi-Sys for
enhancing enterprise performance. Following the company's initiative to replace its
legacy systems and update its technology, it selected Logi-Sys to help its large network
of branches perform more efficiently, reduce costs, comply with industry standards and
regulations, and deliver rapid, accurate and quality services to the customers. The
Softlink solution not only offers the company a superior technology advantage, it also
integrates seamlessly the entire operation of the company across functions.
In order to serve a very large customer base, Interport Global Logistics wanted to
ensure that its technology solution could accommodate current operations and scale as
the company's needs expand . As such, Logi-Sys's reliability and high scalability
became one of the key deciding factors in the selection process. Other key factors that
led to the selection of Softlink technology included Logi-Sys's overall solution design,
particularly in terms of integration and eliminating redundancy, and Softlink's
experience and track record with logistics solutions involving complex systems and
requirements.
Interport Global now has the benefit of integrated ERP solution that is modular as
well as scalable. The solution enables instant access to information to facilitate timely
action and provide users with the information they need to act and respond to situations
more effectively. rts notification and alert features through email and SMS keeps the
company and the customers informed at all times. Further, Logi-Sys, which the
company has deployed recently, helps lower costs by offering flexible operational
capabilities, enabling large volumes oftransactions and optimum use of resources.

"As one of the largest
logistics service providers in
India, we are very pleased to
deploy this advanced
technology in our company,"
shares Mr. Sham Bendre,
Chairman & Global CEO,
Interport Global Logistics
Pvt. Ltd. "With the help of
Logi-Sys we intend to
integrate the entire functions
of the company under a single
system and enhance the
perfqrmance. Its visibility and
customer service tools will
help us in improving our customer experience"
Mr. Amit Maheshwari, MD, Softlink Global says, "Logi-Sys is an advanced,
ERP solution for logistics that is especially designed to integrate and optimize the
performance of companies. In addition to its core integration capabilities, the offering
includes robust functionality for visibility and analysis to help companies meet new
challenges arising from increasing customer demands and global competition. With
Softlink's solution, agencies can enhance performance, and better achieve efficiency,
improved quality and customer retention."

